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AI weeks: IDS NXT ocean Creative Kit
promotion extended until 31.12.2021

Is it because it really is so easy to bring an intelligent camera into the field?

That all the components and workflows really do work together seamlessly

and no prior knowledge is required? In any case, the interest of our

customers in our entry-level package for image processing with AI shows

that the IDS NXT ocean Creative Kit hits a nerve. As a thank you, we are

extending our special offer until the end of the year.

The basic conditions remain the same: you will receive all the components you need to create, train and run a neural network. In addition to an IDS NXT

industrial camera with 1.6 MP Sony sensor, lens, cable and tripod adapter, the package includes also a six months' access to the AI training software IDS

lighthouse.

Use the all-in-one system with AI to try out and implement your own projects. It is the particularly fast way from your idea to a working, intelligent image

processing application - available until 31 December 2021 at the promotional price of 999 euros*.

The next free software update for IDS NXT is available now and makes setting up, deploying and controlling the intelligent cameras in the IDS NXT cockpit

even easier.

In addition, new tools illustrate how the AI works in the cameras and what decisions it makes. Attention maps helps to clarify the process and a confusion

matrix enables the user to evaluate the quality of a trained neural network and to improve it through targeted retraining.

* Promotion price valid until 31.12.2021, offer limited to Europe. Max. 1 unit per B2B customer/company/professorship, excl. transport costs/taxes.


